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D A I L Y
Cal Poly enrollment reaches maximum capacity
By Jordan Schultz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
The California State University sys­
tem has experienced an ongoing trend 
in increased enrollment for nearly all 
of its 23 campuses, causing several uni­
versities to reach their maximum 
capacity, a CSU system spokeswoman 
said.
Identified as the “Tidal Wave 11” 
phenomenon, increased numbers of 
children of the baby IxHim generation 
have begun to enroll in college, which 
has resulted in enrollment figures that 
have exceeded state funding.
Cal Poly has already reached its 
maximum capacity, and campuses 
such as California State University, 
San Diego and California State 
University, Long Beach are near their 
limits as well.
“Cal Poly is the most impacted of
“Ca/ Poly is the most impacted o f  our campuses. It gets 
many more applicants than it can enroll."
Colleen Bentley-Adler
spokeswoman for the CSU chancellor's office
our campuses,” said Colleen Bentley- 
Adler, director of public affairs for the 
CSU chancellor’s office. “It gets so 
many more applicants than it can 
enroll.”
Cal Poly Provost and Vice 
President for Academic Affairs Paul 
Zingg said all campuses have a physi­
cal plant capacity for students that is 
formulated in the chancellor’s office. 
When that capacity is reached, growth 
in the university must cease.
“We will not be increasing enroll­
ment beyond our capacity until we 
have new instructional facilities to
accommodate that growth,” he said.
Because enrollment numbers have 
increased beyond available state fund­
ing, the chancellor and the CSU  
Board of Trustees have asked the gov­
ernor to fully fund the 5 percent 
increase expected for next year, 
Bentley-Adler said.
However, with the state’s projected 
$12 billion deficit, campuses could he 
short on funding.
The state budget details will come 
out in January and will give a better 
indication of where the system stands, 
she said.
Until then, the chancellor has sug­
gested that universities he careful in 
hiring staff, refrain from large equip­
ment purchases and curtail overall 
spending.
Enrollment management tech­
niques such as shortened application 
periods, a practice currently utilized 
by Cal Poly, will also aid in over­
enrollment problems.
TTie CSU system is asking for addi­
tional funds to offer more summer 
classes and possible online classes.
“I think a combination of all of 
these things will help us with growth 
stT that we can continue to serve all 
eligible students,” Bentley-Adler said.
The passing of Proposition 47 will 
bring about $40 million to Cal Poly, 
which is set to fund the construction 
of new engineering facilities, Zingg 
said. He projects that the new build­
ings will allow for modest enrollment 
growth in 2006.
“The idea is to create a balance 
between facilities, budget and enroll­
ment,” he said. “It can he tricky.”
Zingg said having to estimate how 
many students will accept admission 
each year creates problems, which 
result in under or over-enrollment.
“Enrollment planning is an art and 
a science,” he said. “It involves a lot of 
statistical analysis and formulas, hut 
also just luck.”
Housing and parking problems, 
class availability and size and addition­
al fees are all concerns brought forward 
by the influx of students entering the 
CSU system.
Several campuses have submitted 
proposals for additional faculty and
see GROWTH, page 2
Group educates 
about Afghanistan
By Abbey Kingdon
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
In the hack garden of Linnea’s Café 
in downtown San Luis OhispH), a group 
of Cal Poly faculty and community 
members meet. Among the clinks of 
coffee cups and drones of distant con­
versations, they htiunce ideas off each 
other in hursts of excited conversation 
followed hy quiet contemplation.
On the surface, they kx)k like every 
other group of intellectual regulars at 
Linnea’s, hut the fruits of their garden 
brainstorming sessioas do not dissolve 
in the open air as other deep conver­
sations might.
On the contrary, their plans have 
received national attention.
The “sponsor-a-chair” campaign, 
created by the group Reach Out 
Afghanistan, was noticed hy the 
( 'hristian Science Monitor and report­
ed in its Nov. 13 issue.
TTie campaign raises money for the 
building of desks for 1,600 students at 
the Mirwais secondary school in 
Kabul, Afghanistan.
A lecture and film about education 
in Afghanistan by ethnic studies pro­
fessor Maliha Zulfacar will kick off the 
campaign Tue.stlay at 7 p.m. in the San 
Luis Obispo City Library.
Zulfacar, who created the documen­
tary that will be shown at the event, 
taught SLK'iology at the University of 
Kabul during August and September 
while d«Kumenting the state of educa­
tion in that country.
“In Afghanistan there is a lack of 
teachers, a demolished infrastructure, 
a lack of re.sources, hut lots of hope and 
aspiration,” she said.
Increasing the rate of public educa­
tion in Afghanistan is the main goal of 
Reach Out Afghanistan, said Phil 
Fetzer, political science department 
head and Reach Out member.
‘7n Afghanistan there is a 
lack o f teachers, a demol­
ished infrastructure, a lack 
o f resources, but bts o f  
hope and inspiration."
Maliha Zulfacar
ethnic studies professor
Educated Afghan political leaders 
are vital to the country’s future, said 
Sister Mary Pat White, associate direc­
tor of Newman Catholic Center and 
Reach Out member.
“There are not many educated peo­
ple left in Afghanistan,” White said. 
“When the Stwiet invasion iKCurred 
in 1979, miTst educated people fled the 
country.”
Zulfacar was one of those who fled 
Afghanistan in 1979 after teaching for 
seven years at the University of Kabul. 
She now works with colleagues and 
students of the university to facilitate 
Reach Out projects.
“The chairs are for the elementary 
sch(H)l, which will he part of the facul­
ty education experience (at the 
University of Kabul),” Zulfacar said.
When Zulfacar returned to 
Afghanistan in Augu.st, she funded the 
building of 200 chairs with money 
from previous fund-raisers and dona­
tions, hut 600 chairs are still needed to 
hold two shifts of 1,600 students.
Fetzer said the chairs have more 
than one g ( X ) d  end result.
“Tlie chairs are built in 
Afghanistan, as it employs people 
there for a practical outcome.” Fetzer 
said. “The chairs will be used by, stu­
dents who now sit on the floor.”
The idea to build chairs was collah-
see REACH, page 4
KCPR auctions on-air all week
By Alexa Ratcliffe
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Thousands of dollars of mer­
chandise will he going once, going 
twice and sold this week as part of 
KCPR’s quarterly auction.
The Cal Poly radio station, 
KCPR 91.3 FM, will begin its live 
auction today from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The event will run everyday 
throughout the week.
“This is our biggest fund-raiser 
hy far,” said Bahman Safari, KCPR 
business director. “The money that 
we make from this funds us for the 
entire rest of the year.”
Student-run KCPR strives to 
provide the community with an 
educational radio station that 
offers an alternative for Central 
Coast listeners.
Each of the station’s roughly 100 
DJs was required to bring in at least 
one donation from a local business. 
The downtown area was divided up 
and each person was assigned to 
solicit his or her specific area for 
possible prizes.
X 'A
CRYSTAL MYERS/MUSTANG DAILY
KCPR is holding its quarterly auction through the rest of the week 
to raise money for operating expenses. Pictured is DJ Carver, who 
has been with the station for roughly six years.
KCPR collected a generous 
amount of donations that were 
then compiled into larger prize 
packages. Cody Reinheimer, host
of Rasta Revolution, said they even 
received donations from Arroyo
see KCPR, page 4
Balkan conflict depicted in slideshow
By Olga Berdial
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Most students spend the summer 
traveling, working or going to 
schixil, hut not many experience the 
decimated culture of a country rav­
aged hy war.
In her slideshow “Hunger for the 
Truth,” which depicts the conflict in 
the Balkans, industrial engineering 
senior Kate Dahmen attempts to 
show fellow Cal Poly students and 
the general public what war does to 
a county and its people.
“Everything is blown up...it’s the
land of the cement mixer,” Dahmen 
said, describing what a nation that is 
trying to rebuild itself kx^ks like.
“Hunger for the Truth” will he 
presented texJay at 7 p.m. in the 
Business building rotunda (room  
213) and is sponsored by the 
Industrial and Manufacturing 
Engineering Department.
Admission is free.
The Balkans, which date hack to 
medieval times when the area was 
contested between Muslim and 
Christian forces, has always been a 
troubled region, said history prcTes-
sor John Ashhaugh.
“Hatred Kiiled over,” Ashhaugh 
said. “It was an attack waiting to 
happen after the break up of the 
Yugoslavia Republic.”
The North American Treaty 
Organization stepped in, hut trcxips 
were unable to keep people from 
slaughtering each other, Ashhaugh 
said.
“Entire villages were rounded up 
and systematically slaughtered hy 
neighbors that they had known for 
years,” Ashhaugh .said. “Ethnic
see BALKANS, page 2
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cleansinf», they called it.”
Today, the fear and the terror are 
still evident in the faces of many sur­
vivors, Dahmen said.
Some women in the Balkans are 
still shaken up. This is for a good rea­
son, Dahmen said, considering many
were rounded up _______________
and placed in ^
different from the United States.
“Here we don’t have that constant 
fear of being blown up," Dahmen 
said.
Because of the United States’ 
indifference to the situation, much 
devastation occurred, Ashbaugh 
said.
“We were late getting into - the 
game and it took a little hit longer to 
restore order,” he said.
Cities like Sarajevo, which used to 
he the “Paris of 
the Balkans,” are
¡¡m p s » '¿ r a p e d '  "To have dancing in the completely
“W hen you middle o f  the street brought A!hblu™gh ‘ s'aid!
j fjlj a bit of life back. Within lO years
the city, once a 
K 3 t6  DdhlTIGn nilriiral epicen-
look
eyes, you can 
in those holes,” 
she said.
Dahmen went 
on the trip as part 
of the non- 
denominational Christian group 
Youth with a Mission. The trip 
involved a form of community ser­
vice through dancing, she said.
The troupie would go to cities that 
were especially hard-hit by violence, 
bringing some art and entertainment 
back to people who have been facing 
constant hardship, Dahmen said.
“To have dancing in the middle of 
the street brought a bit of life back,” 
she said. “People there are just trying 
to live right now.”
Youth with a Mission attempted to 
fill in some of the cultural voids for 
the Biisnian people, but some memo­
ries could not be erased with the arts, 
Dahmen said.
Fields throughout the lands were 
riddled with flags and ribbons, mark­
ing where live mines were, Dahmen 
said. The atmosphere was completely
cultu l
event organizer ter,* was annihi­
lated.
Dahmen put 
together this 
event in order to inform others and 
provide a different perspective of the 
events that occurred.
Many of the photos used in the 
show do not belong to Dahmen, 
because she felt uncomfortable tak­
ing photos of such tragic human 
experiences.
“I felt like I was walking in on 
someone’s funeral and taking pic­
tures,” Dahmen said.
Currently, while Slobodan 
Milasovich is on trial for ethnic 
cleansing, the overall problem of 
religious and ethnic warfare is still 
being heard in other parts of the 
world, Ashbaugh said.
“The conflict in the Balkans is 
really a template for ethnic and reli­
gious rivalry that we will be facing in 
this century,” Ashbaugh said.
GROWTH
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student housing, Bentley-Adler said.
Zingg said Cal Poly’s new on- 
campus housing will be ready for 
occupancy next fall.
“The new housing will be for cur­
rent students, not for increasing 
enrollments,” he said. “They will 
facilitate current demand.”
A new housing project is sched­
uled to begin as soon as current con­
struction is finished, and these units 
will accommodate 700 students.
New parking structures are part 
of Cal Poly’s long-range master 
plan, but restrictions on parking 
and the introduction of alternative 
methods of transportation will also 
be emphasized, w ----------------------
Zmgg said. “We’ve added classes and
All of these
things are being U^ l’u  COUtinue tO do that 
considered in grOWth. We have UO
how to handle an intention o f adding classes 
increase in the with hundreds o f  people in
number of cars,” 
he said.
C SU  classes 
currently average 
a 19:1 student to 
faculty ratio.
“It’s a little higher than we’d 
like," Bentley-Adler said. “W e’d 
like to get it down to 18:1, but we’re 
still significantly smaller than 
(University of California) class 
sizes.”
Cal Poly has put a greater num­
ber of courses into the schedule this 
year partly as a result of the college- 
based academic fees, Zingg said.
“W e’ve added classes and will 
continue to do that with growth,” 
he said. “We have no intention of 
adding classes with hundreds of peo­
ple in them.”
Smaller class sizes and direct 
interaction with faculty rather than 
teaching assistants or graduate stu­
dents are part of the character of 
Cal Poly, Zingg said.
Bentley-Adler said possible fee 
increases could occur next fall, 
depending on how bad the state 
budget is.
“A t this point, the board has not 
proposed a fee increase, but it’s 
always a possibility,” she said.
If fee increases do occur, Zingg 
predicted that they probably would 
not be significant, he said.
The governor and the legislature 
are both on 
record as being 
opposed to such 
increases.
“1 don’t think 
it’s inevitable, 
but it’s possi­
ble,” Zingg said.
B e n t l e y -  
Adler said the
“Tidal Wave II” 
Paul Zingg should taper off
Provost the end of 
this decade.
Zingg said he attributes Cal Poly’s 
impacted condition to the reputa­
tion of the university, the quality of 
the academic programs, the confi­
dence students have that they will 
get jobs upon leaving and strong 
industry support.
“Our system has a good reputa­
tion,” Bentley-Adler said. “As our 
campuses improve, more students
want to attend.”
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Brighten a child's holiday season 
in San Luis Obispo this year.
Kwanzaa  ^ Hanukahristmas Kwanzaa  Hanukah Hanukah
Chris tm as K w anzaa ^^^s tf^ ^s
Chose a child's name and wish on the holiday tree in the 
Community Center UU room 217 L or help purchase 
playground equipment for children at the homeless 
shelter. Bring wroped gift or donation bock to the 
Community Center. Contact Am anda at 756.5834
HaoDv Holidavs
Student Community Services
Holiday Gift Drive
^  November 14th - December 9ih
This event is sponsored by 
Col Poly's Student Life and 
Leadership
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Company Listings
Albertsons/Sav-on
Albertsons/Sav'on drugs is one 
of the world’s largest retail food and 
drug companies, with over $37 bil­
lion in annual sales generating in 
approximately 2 ,300 stores in 31 
states coast-to-coast. Our facilities 
include freestanding drug stores, 
food/drug combination stores, clin­
ical pharmacies and
corporate/regional offices. Discover 
more at wwwl.albertsons.com/cor- 
porate • EOE
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Listed in Fortune Magazine as 
one of the Top 100 Companies to 
work for. Enterprise has the best 
M anagement Training Program  
around. You will learn all the skills 
necessary to run a business includ­
ing customer service, sales, market­
ing, accounting and operations. We 
promote 100 percent from within 
based on performance: the harder 
you work, the more successful you 
are. For more information visit our 
Web site at www.enterprise.com  
and click on careers.
Gallo W inery
The E.j. G allo W inery is an 
equal opportunity employer. If you 
are talented and share our vision, 
you’ll find exciting opportunities at 
Gallo. Positions with a wide range 
of benefits are available for both 
experienced professionals and col­
lege graduates. The E. ik J. Gallo IS 
Department hosts some of the most 
innovative technology-backed  
business processing systems in the 
food and beverage industry, a fact 
that has recently earned it the No. 
9 spot on this year’s 
InformationWeek 500.
Graniterock
Graniterock is a leading con­
struction material supplier and 
heavy civil engineering contractor 
in the San Francisco and Monterey 
Bay areas. Our com m itm ent to 
quality excellence and customer 
satisfaction has earned us the 
nation’s top business award, the 
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality 
Award and the distinction of being 
listed as one of Fortune Magazine’s 
‘TOO Best Companies to Work For 
in A m erica!” for the past five years. 
G raniterock encourages personal 
growth, creativity, job ownership 
and continuous improvement in a 
fun and progressive environment 
where people are valued and recog­
nized for their individual and team 
contributions.
Household
Household’s credit card services 
division, headquartered in Salinas, 
is one of the nation’s largest issuers 
of M asterCard and Visa credit 
cards, including the highly success­
ful GM Card. Currently, we are 
seeking talent for career opportuni­
i i p p c
APPLE COLLEGE INTERNS WANTED
BECOME A PART OF TODAY'S EXCITING 
TECHNOLOGY WORLDI DEVELOP A NEW SET OF 
PROFESSIONAL SKILLS THAT WILL SERVE YOU FOR 
A LIFETIME OF SUCCESSI
GAIN REAL LIFE SALES EXPERIENCE AND 
MAKE YOURSELF MORE MARKETABLE 
AFTER GRADUATION!
PROGRAM  STARTS JAN UARY 2 0 0 3 .
GET THE COOLEST NEW  PRODUQ,
THE APPLE iPOD!
EARN AN AWARD OF NEW APPLE EQUIPMENT 
VALUED AT $3,000!
THE INITIATION FEE OF $500 COVERS THE COST OF 
YOUR SALES TRAINING WHICH WILL UTILIZE THE iPOD.
THE iPOD IS YOURS TO KEEP. YOU WILL USE YOUR SKILLS 
TO PERSONALLY INVITE PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS TO 
KEY APPLE SEMINARS.
TO RECEIVE AN INFORMATION PACKAGE AND 
APPLICATION PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR NAME, 
PHONE NUMBER, SCHOOL, AND E-MAIL ADDRESS
TO: GROWTH DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES 
1-800-966-4321 OR SEND E-MAIL REQUEST TO 
DADUNGEE@GROWTHDEVELOPMENT.COM.
ties in marketing, finance, risk 
management, systems and sales. If 
you are unable to attend the Fall 
Job Fair, please visit our Web site at 
www.joinhousehold.com.
Jensen Corporation
Jensen Corporation and Jensen 
Landscape Services specialize in 
high-end landscape site work and 
maintenance. Jensen Corporation 
works primarily in the greater Bay 
Area performing site work, land­
scaping and restoration on approxi­
mately 100 projects per year. 
Projects range in size from $25,000  
to more than $10 ,000 ,000 . Jensen 
Corporation possesses both ‘C -2 7 ’ 
landscaping and ‘A’ general engi­
neering licenses. Projects range 
from major corporate campuses to 
residential estates, athletic fields to 
park developm ent, and upscale 
retreats to public works.
Southern California 
Edison
Southern California Edison is 
one of the largest electric facilities 
in the United States, and the 
largest subsidiary of Edison 
International. On an average day, 
SCE provides power for 11 million 
individuals, 427 communities and 
cities, 5 ,000 large businesses and 
280 ,000  small businesses in Central 
and Southern California. 
Delivering that power takes 16 util­
ity interconnections, 4 ,900  trans­
mission and distribution circuits, 
365 transmission and distribution 
crews, the days and nights of 
12,642 employees and more than a 
century of experience.
Walden House
Walden House is one of 
California’s largest nonprofit sub­
stance abuse and human service 
organizations. Serving the commu­
nity for more than 30 years, 
Walden House, Inc. is an option for 
the troubled and addicted in need.
The agency’s mission is to reduce 
the negative impact of addiction to 
the community though the provi­
sion of behavioral health services 
to substance abusers and their fam­
ilies. For more information about 
the programs available and current 
career opportunities, please visit 
our Web site at www.walden- 
house.org or call (805 ) 547-7900  
ext. 7209.
M ustang Daily 
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Grande, Morro Bay and Lcis Osos.
“I am lovin’ local businesses right 
now,” Reinheuner said. “Los Osos 
doesn’t even pick up our station and 
we still got some donations from 
them.”
The auctioir prize packages are 
theme-hased and include a musical 
package, which has CDs, stickers, vari­
ous hand T-shirts and gift certificates to 
IcKal music vendors. The other pack­
ages are similarly put together.
Safari said the DJs make it a lot of 
fun for the listeners and talk up the 
items throughout the hour. They even 
play music that coincides with the
theme of the package.
The auction will run with the regu­
lar broadcast, and three prize packages 
will he auctioned every hour. The bid­
ding price will start at 10 percent of the 
total value of the prize.
Along with the packages, a few big- 
ticket prizes will he auctioned. Safari 
mentioned they have several items, 
including a $500 bass drum and a 
35 mm camera, in that category.
The money raised from the auction 
will go toward the purchase of new 
radio equipment and computers for 
KCPR.
Reinheimer urges all students to 
tune in and hid throughout the week.
“The auction helps to keep KCPR 
corporate-free and commercial-free,” 
he said.
REACH
continued from page 1
orative and inspired by Zulfacar’s 
accounts of her trip to Afghanistan.
“We started out as a group of p>eople 
concerned about the condition in 
Afghanistan,” Fetzer said. “Zulfacar 
helped direct our focus to something 
concrete.”
The group has since worked to 
establish itself as a formal organiza­
tion, Fetzer said.
“As a fund-raising organization, we 
had to create a nonprofit status issued 
by the state, who also issued a tax 
identification number, and then we 
opened a bank account,” he said. “It 
was a big ordeal, even to have a local 
post office box.”
Future plans include a book drive 
during finals week of fall quarter.
“The Kx)ks need to be in good con­
dition, as they will be sent to the uni­
versity,” Fetzer said.
Reach Out also works to facilitate 
exchange students from University of 
Kabul to American universities. 
Tuition would be paid if their degree 
would be used in the betterment of 
their people. White said.
“Our approach is to start with small 
projects with doable goals, in order to 
bring about changes for both coun­
tries,” Zulfacar said.
Tlte group began even before Sept. 
11. White said now it is even more 
impxartant to give people a vehicle to 
reach out to Afghans in a non-violent 
way.
“TTie group started to offer the com­
munity a different approach than the 
American political ideal of bombing 
Afghanistan back to the stone ages for 
the criminal attack on the United 
States,” White said. “The problem 
with this is they are already in the 
stone ages.”
Energy To Ours
Visit u s during the 
Cal Poly/San Luis O bispo  
Career Fair 
on November 18th.
Join forces with the dynamic professionals at Southern California Edison and help us build, operate and maintain electrical 
systems throughout this vibrant region.
Southern California Edison is one of America's largest utilities, providing high-quality, reliable electric service to more than 4.2 
million customers over a 50,000 square-mile service area. We offer a collaborative work environment, excellent benefits and 
ample opportunity for career advancement.
Contact us about opportunities for engineers in the foiiowing discipiines;
•  Eiectricai w/power
•  Mechanicai
•  Civii
•  Eiectronics
Please visit our Web site at www.sce.com/jobs for complete job descriptions, as well as other current career opportunities If you 
are unable to attend the career fair, you may apply online or forward your resume to: Southern California Edison, 8631 Rush Street, 
Rosemead. CA 91770 Attn: Susan Johnson. Or e-mail your resume to: employ@sce.com We are an equal opportunity employer.
SO UTH ERN  C A L IFO R N IA
EDISON
An EDISON INTERNATIONAL'^ Company
• •
H o u s e h o l d  • •
O P P O R T U N I T Y  
+  R E S U L T S  
=  R E W A R D S
STOP BY OUR BOOTH AT THE FALL JOB F A I R ! !
Household's credit cord services division headquartered in Salinas, CA, with locations in Portland, OR and Las Vegas, NV, 
is one of the nation's largest issuers of MasterCard and Visa credit cards including the highly successful GM Card.
We believe in offering our team members every opportunity to take their careers as high as they want to go. Currently 
we are seeking talent for CAREER and INTERNSHIP opportunities in the following areas:
• Risk Management • Marketing • Finance * Operations * Technical Services
Iffi'^Are You In?
A p p l y  o n l i n e  at w w w . j o i n h o u s e h o l d . c o m , b u i l d  y o u r  p r o f i l e  a n d  use  r e f e r r a l  t ype  - c o l l e g e  r e c r u i t i n g  e v en t
Campus C onnection
Law proposes 
to stop spam
ByJohnTozzi
The D aily Free Press (Boston U.)
(U-WIRE) BOSTON - “Spam” —  
unwanted commercial e-mail —  is 
heinf» attacked by State Attorney 
General Thomas Reilly, who proposed 
legislation Thursday to protect Internet 
users from this type of e-mail solicita­
tion.
“All of us recognize the fact that the 
Internet is a... tnily magnificent place, 
but we’re seeing behavior that is crimi­
nal,” Reilly sitid. “You’re online a matter 
of minutes and you’re virtually K>m- 
barded with commercial e-mail.”
The proposed law, which is being 
intrtxluced as a joint effort with the 
Federal Trade Commission, would 
require advertisements and messages 
with adult material to be prominently 
labeled in the subject line. It would ala) 
forbid senders from asing false addresses 
and forged routing infcirmation and 
make it easier for individuals to sue 
senders of unadicitcsJ e-mail.
Tire law, to be sponsored by 
Massachusetts State Senator-elect 
jarrett Barrios, would apply uy e-mails 
sent in Massachusetts or over service 
providers in the state. It would ala) 
apply to .senders who know or should 
know that message recipients are 
Massachasetts residents.
The attorney general acknowledged 
that because of jurisdiction problems, 
the law could not apply to all junk e- 
mail, but said, “we have to start a)me- 
where.”
Similar laws have been enacted in 26 
other states but federal legislation to 
curtail spam has stalk'd in Gtngress.
The key to fighting Internet abuses us 
ax)peration between multiple agencies, 
sitid Barbara Anthony, Northeast 
Regional Director of the FTC. To com­
bat online crime, the FTC formed 
Northeiust Netforce, a coalition includ­
ing state and kx;al law enforcement 
offices from across the region, as well as 
the Postal Inspection Siervice, the U.S. 
Attorney’s office and the New York 
Office of Qmsumer Affairs.
Anthony anntxinced the results of a 
“spam harvest” conducted by the 
Northeast Netforce, an effort to find txit 
where users were most likely to receive
spam by placing 250 undercover e-mail 
addresses in kx;ations online and moni­
toring incoming e-mail for six weeks.
The addresses received 3,349 e-mails 
during the survey. One hundred percent 
of addresses posted in chat rooms 
received spam and 86 percent posted on 
newsgroups and web pages were target­
ed. The .safest place» online to post an e- 
mail address, the study found, were 
instant message profiles and online 
resume and dating services.
The Northeiist Netforce is the third 
such regional program, following efforts 
in the Midwest and the Northwest. The 
group has fik'd more than 30 civil and 
criminal actions, specifically targeting 
online fraud and chain e-mail pyramid 
schemes. It also tries to educate Internet 
users about how they can protect them­
selves from unwanted e-mail.
“G)nsumer education is just as pow­
erful a tool to protect consumers as 
bringing cases,” Anthony said.
The group suggests consumers use a 
different screen name for chatting than 
for e-mail, as well as separate e-mail 
accounts for public and personal corre­
spondence. Users can also cut down on 
spam by chixising an e-mail address 
with a combination of numbers and let­
ters, which will foil .some programs that 
randomly generate addresses to .spam.
The press conference also included 
testimony from two victims of online 
auction fraud. Kith of whom had paid 
for computers on eBay that they never 
received. Only one of the victims was 
refunded.
Although the proposed law would do 
little to prevent auction fraud, it would 
give consumers and prosecutors greater 
latitude to pursue fraud claims.
“The Internet is just another tixil for 
fraud operators,” said Ken Jones, 
Northeast Postal Itaspector. He likened 
online scams to telephone scams ;md 
Sitid the Postal Service had to work with 
othet agencies to investigate Internet 
fraud that may use old fashioned mail, as 
well as e-mail.
“The Internet will never reach full 
ptitenrial until corrective measures are 
in place,” Reilly .said, adding the law 
needs to change to keep up with 
changes in technology.
Six women arrested 
in prostitution sting
By Staci ZavattaroInoepenoent Flcmoa AaiOATOR (U. FLonoA)
(U-WIRE) GAINESVILLE, Ha. -  
An undercover prostitution sting in 
the University of Florida area Thursday 
landed six women in jail on charges of 
solicitation of prostitution, according 
to the Alachua County Sheriff’s 
Office.
Between eight and 10 undercover 
sheriff’s deputies from the special oper­
ations unit performed the sting in 
response to phone calls from citizens 
complaining of prostitution on 
Southwest 13th Street, said ASO  
spokesman Keith Faulk.
The sting, which began at aK)ut 1 
p.m., nabbed Shelly Gatlin, Lauri 
Smith, Nina Brown and Judy Still, 
who were booked into the Alachua 
County jail for solicitation of prostitu­
tion. Dawn Putnam and Elaine Sipps 
also were charged with possession of 
crack and drug paraphernalia.
Putnam, 35, and Sipps, 26, each 
spent Thursday night in jail on felony
drug charges after they stopped off at a 
house to purchase the drugs, Faulk said.
He said the two women had been 
riding with an undercover deputy in 
the hopes of having a threesome when 
they stopped off at the hou.se and got 
out of the car to purchase a $20 crack 
rock.
“A lot of people think (prostitution 
is) an individual crime, and the only 
person it’s hurting is the individual 
that’s doing the selling of (his or her) 
K)dy,” Faulk .said. “Law enforcement 
has known, but studies provcxl that 
these women and men are in and out of 
jail and more often.”
During the sting, undercover 
deputies would wait for a woman to 
approach and ask not only for sex but 
compensation for the sex. If those two 
transactions happened, Faulk said an 
arrest was made.
Gatlin, Smith, Brown and Still were 
only charged with misdemeanors and 
did not have to spend the night in jail 
if they bonded out, he added.
Albertsons and Cal Poly State University seem to have 
a lot in common. We foster growth in the areas of 
market economics, entrepreneurship, business ethics, 
and personal financial success. We also share the 
passion for leadership, volunteer work, and innovation.
A s one of the nation’s largest food and drug retailers, 
Albertsons has great opportunities for individuals ready 
to take on the world. We invite you to explore career 
opportunities within our:
Business Management 
Trainee Program
As part of our multi-step training program, we will 
prepare you to supervise, motivate and manage food 
or drug store operations. A successful academic 
record, enthusiastic attitude and excellent 
communication skills are needed to qualify,
Be sure to find out more about Albertsons 
at the Cal Poly Fall Job Fair, 
or discover more at: 
wwwl .aibertsons.com/corporate
Albertsons is an equal opportunity employer 
supporting diversity and a drug-free workplace.
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Central Coast'Idol' 
headed for L A
Y i
n
By Laura Dietz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
“Look, if you had one shot, 
one oppL>rtiinity to seize every- 
rhintj V‘»>' t-'ver wanted...C^ie 
moment, would you capture it 
or |ust let it slip?”
It is this question, from the 
lyiics of tminem ’s latest son^
"Lo.se Yourself,” that atirihusi- 
ness treshman Lauren 
Baumt'an.lner seeks to answer 
when she auditions for the Fox 
show “American Idol” today in 
Los Angeles.
Baumgardner became the 
first C?entral Coast Idol on 
Nov. 7 after competing against 
nearly 200 people, according 
to a press release from KKFX 
Fox 11 and SLY 96.1 FM, 
which are chronicling her 
progress through the phases of 
“American Idol” auditions.
After waiting one and a half 
hours at the Santa Maria 
Towns Center Mall, she knew 
she was in for some stiff com­
petition and had to perform Agribusiness freshman Lauren 
her best, Baumgardner said. Baumgardner performs for judges at 
“Honestly, I did not think 1 *he Central Coast Idol competition, 
would win after the top nine
COURTESY PHOTO
performed,” she said. “I was the last to 
go and 1 heard all the people before 
me, hut it was a prime position being 
last. 1 got to close everything."
Prime position for her meant she 
got to leave the judges with a perfor­
mance to remember. When 
Baumgardner walked onto the stage, 
she told the audience that since this 
was the last song of the round, it was 
giung to he a gcx>d one. She then gave 
them her version of “Why Haven’t I 
Heanl From You.”
The judges announced her as one 
of the top three finalists. She then 
perhsrmed her final song, “Natural 
VLoman.” While the judges decided 
the re.siilts, the three finalists s u k h I  
hack stage with ^  _____________________________
linked, waiting." '‘Houestly, I did not think
rea IIV
p e o p I e .
B a u mil a rd n er
sau
show today. If all goes well she will 
perform next for a panel of execu­
tives, and then be notified Thursday 
to try out for the final round.
Baumgardner has performed many 
times as a member of numerous choirs 
and becoming a singer has always 
been her dream, she said. She decid­
ed to try out for “American Idol” with 
just a few hours notice at the urging 
of Sophie Rowlands, agribusiness 
graduate and longtime friend.
“1 know for her (high school) 
senior project she organized a one 
woman show, which was basically her 
performing for two hours doing skits 
and stand up and singing,” Rowlands 
said. “I heard about the competition 
and it fit. 1 knew 1 
could convince her 
to try out and 1 
would not have to 
twist her arm. She 
has SLT much more 
charisma and stage
“Thev are all /  would win after the top 
nine performed: I was the 
last to go and I heard all 
“W hen 1 p(,Qpp, before me, hut it
thing. ”
vas 'tanoing . ,
here with the  ^prime position being 
i.iNt two, we did last. I got to close every-
not care who 
vofi. We were all 
X« ired to he in 
he top three.”
Lveryone from 
her floor in the
Sierta Madre residence hall attended
support her through the competi­
tion. After all, they were the ones 
.vho had helped pick out her winning 
outfit. Her older sister drove down 
from San Jose and held up her phone 
tor her parents at httme itt Grass 
Valley, who could not make it to the 
■tompetition.
Baumgardner and her sister went 
() Los Angeles (MT Friday for a full 
veekend of events —  including 
meetint; Kelly (?larksim, the winner 
ot “.•\menc.m Idol” —  ending with 
’ler audition before producers of the
would win.”
Stage fright, 
Rowlands said, is a 
word that does not
Lauren Baumgardner i'P''' ,
Central Coast Idol
That IS the 
kind of person she 
is,” Rowlands said. 
“She IS so confident that it dtte.sn’t 
bother her to just show up and sing in 
fnmt of a bunch of strange people. 
She doesn’t wtirry about what song 
she is going to sing, she just gtK's and 
does it.”
Baumgardner said she is nervous 
about possibly performing in front t)f 
Simon, one of the judges in the final 
round of aiulitions who is known for 
his critical remarks. But, she adtled, 
she will always be happy she came 
this close tti her dream.
Mustang Dally
We put out 5 times a week
Join the V\felden House Team
M/alden House is one of California's largest 
non-profit substance abuse and human service 
organizations. Walden House has collaborated 
with the criminal justice system to break the 
cycles of addiction and crime.
H ow  you can make a difference in people's lives, 
work with our prison programs, California M en 's 
Colony San Luis Obispo, Substance Abuse 
Treatment Facility Corcoran State Prison and 
Valley State Prison for women Chowchilla.
E M P L O Y E EC A R E E R
O P P O R T U N IT IE S
Substance Abuse 
Counselors
Transitional Counselors 
>  Therapists
Administrative Positions 
♦  Supervision and
Management Positions
B E N E F I T S
♦  Medical Insurance 
4  Dental Insurance
♦  Life/Disability Insurance 
Cafeteria Plan 
Retirement Plan
4- Generous time off 
package
Fior current openings,
Call 805 5 4 7 -7 9 0 0  e x t .7209
or FAX R esum e to 805  5 4 7 -7 6 1 9  
V is it us at w w w .w a ld e n h o u s e .o rg
BDE
Retail
Our opportunities 
are equally
refreshing.
At 7-Eleven, Inc., our vision has always been to ^  
deliver the best selection and service in the industry 
To keep pace with the changing needs of our customers. 7-Eleven is 
redesigning our stores and adding fresh, new products from rich 
gourmet coffee to ice-cold frozen cappuccino!
To help implement these exciting changes, we are looking for 
high-energy professionals ready to play a vital role in the future of our 
progressive organization as
Field Consultants
These individuals will support and motivate franchisees to maximize 
sales and profits, assist with merchandising programs, promote 
excellent customer service, and ensure overall management of a 
professional organization.
If you are ready for the challenge, this position offers ail the rewards 
you expect from a large, dynamic corporation including:
Competitive Salary $30,000*$38,000  
Company Car
Health, Dental and Life Insurance 
Profit Sharing  
Paid Vacations 
Credit Union 
Bonus Potential
For a taste of success, please send your resume to 7-Eleven, Inc., 
Attn: HR Dept., 9771 Ciairemont Mesa Blvd., Suite E, San 
Diego, CA 9 2 124 ; Fax: (858) 694-0433.
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Over 65 companies
representing a variety of fields
All majors welcome! Check Career Services web page
www.careerservices.calpoly.edu
for more information.
Also look In Mustang lobs foe other Job listings.
Heavy Metal, Hard Rock.
Quality construction projects require quality materials and 
services. Quality does not just happen Granitcrock People 
make quality happen. At Graniterock products are engineered 
to meet the specifications and demands on the job. Projects 
are erigineered and executed to meet and exceed customer 
expectations Graniterock has the highest quality rock in the 
area and the best staff of qualified experts. Graniterock’s 
state of the art Research & Technical Services Lab constantly 
monitors production to insure the highest quality material to 
the jobsite Graniterock’s Engineers and Estimators are the 
best in the business.
People make the difference, at Graniterock.Through  
Graniterock People, our core values remain strong, our 
corporate objectives are advanced, and our goals as a 
company are achieved. For more than 100 years our "yes we 
will” spirit has successfully guided this company in its ability 
to help our customers succeed. W e have done this with the 
utmost integrity while advancing the careers and goals of 
Graniterock People.
Graniterock team members are able to continually perform 
at their highest level because we provide them with the safest 
possible work environment at every job and plant site and 
a commitment to lifelong learning. W e  will continue to 
invest in our people and our resources to ensure that we 
employ the latest technological innovations in order to bring 
products and services that are of value not only to you, but 
also to our customers.
Graniterock team members work in a fun, progressive, 
fast-paced and quality oriented work environment. To 
find out more about Graniterock and our employment 
opportunities, visit our website: www.graniterock.com or 
email us at jobs@graniterock.com
Stop by our booth at the 
Fall Job Fair to learn more 
about career opportunities 
at Graniterock!
Graniterock
graniterock.com • 88d.ROCK.100
Opposing sides come 
out for war rally
By Kelly Foster
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
“i LOVE OIL,” read President 
Bush’s shirt as he rode a rocket in 
front of the San Luis Obispo court­
house Saturday.
This doll dressed as the president 
president was at the center of a j»roup 
of activists jiiathered for an anti-Iraqi 
war rally, a follow up to the rally and 
peace march held downtown Oct. 24.
“Iraq has the sec- ^ .............. ■— ................................... -
ond-lareest reserve uj j- • nrhetorically, every coun' 
said Li: Apfelhetji, try that we have gone to
memher of several a^S been better
<4 the organizations yr „ 
sponsoring» the '
event. "A lot of _  ,
Rob Yates
College Republicans, said he thinks it 
is a positive thing that the president is 
following through.
“It is hard for me t<5 understand 
what the reason for the peace march 
is,” Yates said. “These people need to 
he careful about understanding what 
it is that they are protesting and make 
sure it is for the right reason."
Yates said it is apparent that there is 
a threat to the United States and that 
what IS going on
now is not work­
ing.
“It’s not
C a l N iw  124 W'«a4:al|N*iv-u«l«
people feel that war 
would he a pretext 
to taking over Iraqi 
oil fields.”
The rally was led by several speak­
ers, including Foaad Khasmood, a 
memher of the Cal Poly Progressive 
Student Alliance (PSA).
“I think most people are opposed to 
war,” Khasmixid said. “The students 
should come forward and let this he 
known. Here at PSA, we are doing a 
lot to bring awareness aK)ut the war.”
The prevailing opinion of the pro­
testers was that there is not enough 
evidence to prove that Saddam 
Hussein is hiding nuclear weapons 
and is involved with tem>rism.
“We don’t feel like Iraq is a threat,” 
said Clayton W itt, co-director of 
PSA. “We don’t understand how Bush 
can say that he knows Hussein has 
weafHins of mass destructitm if there 
haven’t been inspections in four 
years."
However, nor everyone on rhe 
courthouse lawn was adviKating this 
view; .several demonstrators were 
there profess their oppt^sition.
“Tlie majority of (Americans) sup­
port the war and what the president 
has to do,” said Bill Rosemsteel, 
Korean War veteran and San Luis 
Obispo County Republican Party 
office manager. “Tlrere is stuff over 
there that Hussein is hiding. I don’t 
trust him.”
Roh Yates, president of Cal Poly
ike
we are going to 
Tike over,” Yates 
s a i d .  
“ H i s t o r i c a l l y ,  
every country
president of Cal Poly College J L  wkh
R6publiCdnS has been better 
off.”
Yates emphasized the current gov­
ernment in Iraq and its treatment of 
women is not peaceful.
“The protesters want peace, hut the 
status quo is not peace,” he said.
Witt did not agree.
“It is a pretty hypocritical attitude 
in saying that we are going to liberate 
the people of Iraq when there are 
other similar governments that we 
fully support,” Witt said. “The United 
Nations has historically supported 
dictators in other countries."
In her anti-nuclear weapons 
speech, L')evon Chaffee, Research and 
Advocacy Cixrrdinator of Nuclear Age 
Peace, said since the Llnited States is 
inspecting other countries for 
weaptins of mass destnicrion, it should 
have to undergo the smne inspections.
“llTe hyp<Kritical pLtlicies of the 
United States in controlling nuclear 
weapons have proven utterly ineffec­
tive,” Chaffee said.
Over the cheers of a supportive 
crowd, ChaHee said all countries witli 
weapons of mass destruction .siiould he 
disarmed.
Rosemsteel, who heard the speech, 
said this view will not prevail.
“We need to lixik Liut for what is 
right for the (United States),” he slid. 
“These are the same people who 
protest almost everything.”
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Buyer beware The A ggie Attire: For girls 
o f late-night TV w h o  don 't dress-up
The v/orld 
according 
to
Rebecca
shopping
I t is after midnight and you have become one with the sofa. You are at your most vulnerable because you’re tired or possibly chemically enhanced. You decide to turn on the tube and get into the zone.
At this late hour, the airwaves are owned by the selling of products 
in lO-minute increments of time known as the Infomercial. This is 
when the medicine man, witch doctor and tonic peddlers come out of 
the woodwork to sell their cure-alls to the public. You decide to watch 
tor entertainment purj;H)ses hut, before you know it, you are calling that 
toll-free number and rattling off your credit card number. These are just 
three of the products that should he stamped BUYER BEWARE. 
REJUVENIQUE MASK
Made of flesh colored plastic, this pnxluct Icxiks like a Halloween mask
more than a beauty prtxluct to fight the 
signs of aging. Linda Evans, former 
“Dynasty” television star, has stcx)ped to 
new lows and is schlepping the Hannihal- 
like contraption. Apparently, the ma.sk 
works to decrea.se lines with built-in elec- 
trcxle probes that pump electricity' to your 
facial muscles.
If it .sounds like electro-shtKk therapy to 
you, 1 would agree. And if that doesn’t 
scare the hell out of you then the mask 
itself will. It looks like the hockey goalie 
mask that Michael Myers, of “Halloween” 
fame, wore when he stalked and killed his 
victims. One of the many Web sites that 
you can order the mask from is ironically 
called Comfort House. This site has an 
offer for monogrammed toilet paper on the same page as the 
Rejuvenique Mask. Coincidence? 1 don’t think so. I would call this 
clever marketing, because this product is $99 worth of pure doo dcxi. 
AROMA TRIM
This prixluct is just plain stupid. The infomercial shows a bunch of 
people being tempted by fcxids like French fries, hamburgers and cook­
ies. The minute they take a whiff of Aroma Trim, which is basically a 
piece of plastic, they no longer want the ftxxi.
The infomercial introduces the “science” of linking the sense of 
smell and appetite together as though it was a groundbreaking discov­
ery that only they knew about. No duh. Think aKiut being really hun­
gry and then smelling dirty s<Kks or dog pcxip. How quickly do those 
smells curb your appetite?
1 don’t know what is on this little plastic square that sells for $49.95, 
but it is a hell of a lot cheaper to find out what smells are particularly 
disturbing to you and then carry whatever it is around in a ZipltK bag. 
When you feel the need to go on an eating binge and stuff your face, 
take the bag out and breathe deeply. Problem solved.
NAD’S
Yes, this is the real name of the product. You think that the Aussie’s 
would do a little bit of research before they market a product in 
America under this name. Nad’s looks like green honey and is used for 
ea.sy and painless hair removal.
Yeah, right.
The infomercial will make you squirm in your seat as this sticky prod­
uct is applied and then pulled off of a leg that is st> hairy that it has to 
belong to Big Fextt. Yeti lives. The sound must have been muted during 
filming, because when they rip off the cotton strip the only screaming you 
hear is your own. Don’t believe me? Buy the prcxluct. Prove me wrong.
1 am sure that the Nad’s exp>erience will be one that is pain-free and 
fun and you will repeat it for years to come. Please call me when it 
arrives so that I can watch. Go Nad’s!
TIP OF THE WEEK: Staying up late is not only bad for your health, 
but it can be embarra.ssing and expensive. If you find yourself alone and 
tempted by an infomercial, ask yourself one simple question: If I pur- 
cha.sed this product would I be ux) embarras.sed to tell anyone I bought 
it? If the an.swer is yes, unplug the television, pick it up and put it in 
the closet. Leave it their for at least a week, because studies have .shown 
that it takes this long for the brainwa.shing to wear off.
Rebecca 1 lowes is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily columnist.
T-fHf
Liz Reeves is undeniably an agriculture student. She gets up at the last possible minute, leaving just enough time to finish her feeding chores before class. She throws on 
a worn pair of Wranglers, an old sweatshirt that smells of 
horses and hay, and pulls on her mud-splattered boots. She 
scrunches up her long blonde hair, stuffing it under a red Cal 
Poly baseball cap before heading out the dcx)r.
Primping and curling in front of the mirror before going 
to class is important to Reeves, but her student-work time 
_  schedule just doesn’t allow for
^ O n ^ n i l 0 l l t d r y  luxuries. So, she usually
sits in class among perfectly 
groomed Poly Dollies in the same clothes she wore to clean 
her horses’ stalls.
1 respect a girl who is willing to get her hands dirty to get the 
job done. So does Cal Poly evidently, as the schot)l continues to 
practice a “leam-by-doing” phikmiphy. Agriculture majors 
wouldn’t be doing their job if they weren’t getting a little bit dirty.
However, I fear for our reputation as intelligent ;md .sophisti­
cated women, as our community Icxiks down on those of us who 
show up to class, apptiintments or interviews in shabby dress.
Last spring quarter, after two hours of riding in a class at 
the horse unit, I hurried late as usual to a hair appointment 
downtown. I was still in my riding pants, an old T-shirt and 
my dusty boots. 1 smelled like horse sweat, and 1 even had 
horsehair stuck under my fingernails. The hairdresser smiled 
a stiff but polite smile when 1 sat down in her chair.
If I was wearing my normal street clothes. I’m sure she 
would have asked me how class was going, but instead she 
asked me where I worked.
She was surprised to learn that 1 was indeed a student at 
Cal Poly.
Even for ag students who don’t have time to change out 
of aggie clothes, there are limitations. Animal science 
majors must take five specie production classes. Each course 
spends some time discussing processing (i.e. castration, 
dehorning, earmarking, etc.), and the hands-on experience 
in lab leaves students covered in bodily material of the ani­
mals, anything from bkxxJ to manure.
Between horse, sheep, swine, beef and poultry prixluction 
classes, I’ve rated horse lab to be the least offensivci and 
swine to be the most rank. Even stepping fcx)t on the swine
Letters to the editor
Between horse, sheep, swine, beef and 
poultry production classes, Vve rated horse 
lab to be the least offensive, and swine to 
be the most rank.
unit requires a shower. I’ve been run out of my own house 
after coming home from swine lah. Fellow students don’t 
de.serve to be subject to the agony of sitting in a classroom 
with someone who smells like the swine unit.
1 conducted my own research within the female aggie 
community to see how other girls feel about their attire. My 
results show that some are proud enough of their dirty jobs 
to wear the resulting clothes like a gold medal, and others 
prefer disguising themselves as normal students.
Proud to show up to class in their boots and breeches were 
animal science junior Katie Dougherty and equine instruc­
tor Katy Murphy.
“I don’t care if 1 smell like a horse,” Dougherty said. “It’s 
a normal scent for me.”
Murphy agreed.
“I’m a horse instructor, and this is a horse class; if students 
have a problem with my jeans and boots then they need to 
pick different major,” she said.
Both pointed out that Cal Poly is an aggie school, and 
this should be reason for others to enjoy the unique attire.
But fellow ag student Jessica Hoffmann always brings a 
spare change of clothes for class.
“1 hate going to class dirty,” she said.
Personally, 1 know there is an aggie smell almost ground 
into my skin, and 1 don’t need to do anything to amplify it. Lab 
is the time to roll in the dirt, but as s(xin as I cross that divide 
into civilization I put on my street clothes only because I don’t 
want to drive the other staff out of the newspaper office, and 1 
want to be taken seriously when 1 sit down for an interview.
But I cheer on students like Dougherty who don’t care 
what anyone else thinks.
Abbey Kingdon is an animal science senior and Mustang 
Daily staff writer.
Local education officials 
praise Proposition 47
Editor,
Cal Poly, Cuesta College, local 
school districts and the County Office 
of Education would like to thank the 
voters of San Luis Obispo County for 
their support of Proposition 47.
TTie school building bond on the 
Nov. 5 ballot passed in this county by a 
margin of 52 percent. Thanks to local 
voters as well as voters across 
California, San Luis Obispo County 
will now receive more than $118.4 mil­
lion for new classrooms and equipment 
for our schools and colleges.
Thanks to voters. Cal Poly will now 
receive $37.3 million to build and 
equip a new engineering building on 
campus, to design a new architecture 
building and to plan for remodeling an 
existing architecture building.
Thanks to voters, Cuesta College 
will now receive $22.5 million to build 
a new theater arts facility at its San Luis 
Obispo campus and a new Math,
Science and Allied Health building at 
its North County campus, and to 
design a new library for the North 
County campus.
TTianks to voters, kx:al K-12 schools 
will receive $58.6 million to build new 
classrooms at campuses all over the 
county, including $15 million for the 
Lucia Mar Unified School District’s 
Nipomo High School, and $23 million 
for special education and community 
school classrooms at campuses from 
Paso Robles to Nipomo.
TTie support for adequate classrooms 
and equipment for Central Coast chil­
dren, teens and young adults is espe­
cially heartening in light of the current 
economy. We are proud to be part of a 
community where voters clearly recog­
nize that an investment in education is 
a sound investment in the future of the 
Central Coast, the nation, and the 
world.
Warren J. Baker is the president of Cal 
Poly, Marie Rosenwasser is the super- 
intendent/president of Cuesta College 
and Julian Crocker is the county super­
intendent of schools.
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Immigration doesn't hurt America 
Editor,
During this time of recession and extreme xenophobia, I often 
find myself reminded of a Mark Twain quote, “The trouble with 
people isn’t their ignorance -  it’s the number of things they 
know that just ain’t so.”
Kelly Foster’s (“Time to lock America’s front door,” Nov. 8) 
commentary on immigration is no exception. Ms. Foster writes 
that she would like to see the United States’ “lax system of 
immigration to change” and U.S. bx r^ders closed “until unem­
ployment goes down.” Let me dispel a popular misconception 
now: Immigration does not cause unemployment.
In 1989, the U.S. Department of Labor examined 100 studies 
on unemployment and immigration and found that “neither 
U.S. workers nor most minority workers appear adversely affect­
ed by immigration.” In fact, most studies indicated that immi­
gration leads to an increase in overall job availability because of 
expanded demand of goods and services; increased capital 
invested in U.S. production, acceptation of lower-wage posi­
tions enabling U.S. firms to compete with foreign products (sug­
gesting that this strength creates subsidiary American jobs) and 
entrepreneurial spirit creating new businesses and available jobs.
Immigration does not damage America’s well-being but 
advances it. Halting or hindering immigration does nothing but 
allow the government to take a bigger interest in our lives with 
increased patrol, national ID cards and additional laws restricting 
businesses from hiring immigrants. In light of these facts, simple 
respect for human rights should dictate that peaceful people have 
the right to cross borders, share and contribute to our prosperity.
Megan Arenaz is an environmental horticulture science senior.
Editor,
This letter is in response to Kelly Foster’s article (“Time to 
lock America’s front door,” Nov. 8).
Immigration is an important stimulus to our ailing economy. The 
article stated that “By locking the doors (to America) and hiding 
the key for the time being, those who are already within the borders 
could fill positions that would otherwise be given to immigrants.”
I submit that this is incorrect. With America’s sluggish and 
aging economy, immigrants (even the non-skilled) serve a very 
necessary role economically. They readily move to areas where 
labor is in short supply and ease production bottlenecks. Natives 
are much less willing to uproot and fill this role. In some cases, 
immigrants also pay more taxes than they cost in public spending.
With this said, I turn to my main problem with this article. 
Ms. Foster takes a grossly myopic and overly nationalistic view 
of this issue. In .so many nations where people are living in 
squalor, immigration serves as the only oppK>rtunity for a better 
life. Growing up in the United States, as I’m sure Ms. Foster has, 
we are afforded so many liberties that we tend to take them for 
granted. The benefit immigration brings to humanity, not just 
Americans, is great and should be recognized.
The transgender, the intersexed and transsexuals live in a sys­
tem where they must contemplate whether to check the M or 
the F box on an application form. Two percent of the human 
population is not horn with 100 percent clearly defined genitalia 
(percentage taken from La Fundación Triángulo in Madrid). 
Clearly, laws must be included, because these people are your 
neighbors, they are your friends, they are born of Republican 
and Democrat families alike and deserve equal protection under 
the law of all countries. Why not start in the “land of the free?”
Secondly, Greg, although you may not have intended to, you 
are philosophizing over the word “hate.” Are we sure that Rex 
Krebs hated those whom he killed, or did he just get off on it? It 
may not have been hate. Out of the last 10 murders this year, 
surely one or two were mere loss of self-control, jealousy or just 
sick freaks that get excited and turned on by killing. Gangs kill 
over territory, family insults, pride, machismo, drugs, money and 
the like, but it is not always hate.
“Hate crimes” are very distinct, but the name for the legislation 
may be inappropriate. Heck, we called the war in the early 1990s 
against Iraq “Desert Storm,” but was it a storm in the desert? No! 
It was bloodshed and destruction. And do we really need a title for 
our wars, as if they were a title to a movie or something?
Furthermore, there exists this thing called a “smart bomb,” 
which is so smart that it destroys more intelligent beings alto­
gether than those who made it. Not all things are what they 
describe exactly, especially in the legal world. That’s why it takes 
three years to get a JD and become a lawyer!
Whether a “hate crime” consists of killing, injuring or intim­
idating a person of a certain gender, sex, race, nationality, reli­
gion, disability or any other uncontrollable aspect of their being, 
he or she deserves a law, deserves protection. There exists a 
moral deficit in our country and we, as U.S. voting citizens, owe 
it to the gay and disabled community to pass this law.
ed millions of people.
If America seeks peace with Iraq, this will set a precedent of 
peace for future generations to come. 1 support a nonviolent 
solution based on love and respect. We must work out our dif­
ferences by shaking hands and finding common ground, not 
pointing fingers and arguing on differences.
Dominic Monley is a business senior.
People deserve 'hate crime' legislation 
Editor,
¡No es así! First and foremost ¡Hola! from Madrid, as I am on 
e S U  International Program exchange in Madrid, Spain this 
year. If interested, go to the IP office here on campus in building 
38. “¡No es así!” means “It’s not that way” or “That’s not how it 
is!” in Spanish. So in response to Greg Maita’s “Aren’t most 
crimes committed out of hateT (Nov. 8), I must say that I dis­
agree with a few things that he pointed out.
First, our system is not “strict” nor “sturdy” in favor of the com­
munity mentioned in Chrissy Roth’s article (“Hate crime laws 
protect the under-represented,” Nov. 6), so extra laws have to be 
integrated to make things clear-cut. Take a look at how many tax 
laws there are for businesses these days; we always have those 
pa.ssed and those are just numbers. What about people? It’s crazy!
Many crimes are committed due to being desperate for some 
reason for another, and less out of hate but out of a lack of self- 
control, rage and the like. The story that Roth wrote about was 
clearly an example of hate-motivated crime, for which there 
exist no clear rules for legal protection.
It is possible that prior to the death of “Lida” at the party 
where the three men discovered her anatomical gender, that she 
had offended, flirted with or even hit on these three men. Not 
all transgender individuals are going to be polite just as all het­
erosexual men are not polite, hut whether polite, well-mannered 
or not, all white, healthy, heterosexual men are equally protect­
ed under U.S. and state laws. But how many times do men kill a 
regular woman when she accidentally hits on someone that isn’t 
attracted to that woman for one reason or another? In this 
instance, let’s suppose for argument’s sake that “Lida” did indeed 
offend these three men.
Well, they didn’t do what I would have done if someone had 
hit on me by whom I didn’t want to be hit on; that is to leave 
the party and to rememher to never come back.
Rodney Wallwork is a modern languages and literature 
exchange student in Madrid, Spain.
Column was miguided and bitter 
Editor,
1 would take biweekly offerings of the Mustang’s “Sex in the 
City”-like column if it could keep works like Kelly Foster’s ignorant, 
misguided diatribe against immigration from making it to press 
(“Time to lock America’s front door,” Nov. 8).
Ms. Foster obviously did no research, for her article was sore­
ly lacking in any type of statistics to indicate why immigrants are 
the source of unemployment. Maybe I’m wrong, but it seems 
that first-generation immigrants typically don’t set interest rates, 
botch power deals, make ill-advised tax cuts or commit fraud.
Instead, these immigrants are the hackKme of our laKir force. 
I’m generalizing when I .say this, hut I’m willing to bet that on 
the whole, most new immigrants are our farm workers, our wait­
ers, our construction workers and our athletes and entertainers 
more often than they’re our druggies, vagrants and freeloaders. 
I’m alsti willing to bet that these immigrants do jobs that mt)st 
Cal Poly students are attending school to avoid doing.
Additionally, I fearfully wonder who brainwashed Ms. Foster. 
Politicians and newspaper publishers traditionally scapegoat 
immigrants to cover their failings and incite public opinion. 
William Randolph Hearst made a 50-year career in newspapers 
out of attacking new Americans. In recent years. Gov. Pete 
Wilstm essentially blamed migrant Mexicans for causing the 
early-1990s recession in California.
I fear most because attacks like Hearst’s, Wilson’s and Foster’s 
typically come out in times of economic depression and s<Kial 
strife. I only hope Ms. Foster’s simplistic bitterness doesn’t encap­
sulate the political voice of Cal Poly.
Zubin Koshy is a music junior and ambassador for peace.
Greek system teaches, builds leaders 
Editor,
I am responding to Joshua Kobs letter “Frat(emity) Kiys in the 
news are getting boring” (Nov. 7). Before anyone else gcxis off on a 
tangent, let me talk.
josh, I too am tired of hearing people complain about the Greek 
system. 1 am tired of hearing about how they are always getting in 
trouble with the police. More specifically 1 am tired of the fact that 
everyone only looks at the negatives o  ^the Greek system (such as 
you did) and never looks at the positive aspects. From Alzheimer’s 
to CASA to Abused Women’s Shelters, the Greek system is one of 
the largest fundraising networks for charities within the United 
States. TTiis is fact.
As a member of the Greek system for some time, 1 can say 
that it has been one of the most rewarding experiences of my 
life. 1 have met some of my greatest friends through it (both 
Greek and non-Greek) and have even been offered a few job 
opportunities. One of the greatest things that I have been 
taught by the Greek system is tolerance. No 1 don’t mean by 
how much I can drink, but respect for opinions of other frater­
nities, sororities, organizations and individuals with which I 
don’t agree. Yeah, sometimes other pieople’s opinions piss me 
off, but we all experience that; it is human nature.
Don’t get me wrong, 1 am not saying that we are all perfect 
because nothing ever is, including yourself. Your accusations 
that we are all pot-smoking Republicans is actually very offen­
sive because I will have you know that I am a drug-free 
Democrat. To tell you the truth, 1 know more people who smoke 
weed outside of the Greek system than in.
More specifically on some of your points of how we are all 
complaining that we keep getting in trouble. Do some people 
complain about getting in trouble with SLOPD? Yes. Do the 
liicals not like the college students? Yes, they only want us here 
for what we do for the local economy. Are members of Greek 
organizations actually stereotyped and being come down harder 
on by the city? Yes, and if you want actual prewf of this, join a 
fraternity and live in the house for awhile.
So, in closing to all of you that have sat here and listen to me 
rant, dtm’t be so closed minded aKnit the Greek system. We aren’t 
had; we have just had the unfortunate circumstance of being 
given a bad stigma by the media and by the public. I'Vin’t base 
your decision on one individual incident that you read aKuit, hear 
or see.
josh, you are a political science major and 1 know that you need 
to take POLS 360 and STAT 221, which teach you how to gather 
information on a study and then hem- to analyze it. How do 1 know 
this? Because 1 haven’t partied all my brain cells away.
I want to leave you with a final questiim: Yeiu said that it is a 
FACrr the majeirity of us are Republicans and smoke weed. Now 
is that a fact eir apex:ryphal knowledge? That’s my story, and I’m 
sticking to it.
Dan Schrupp is a political science senior and member of the 
Greek community who doesn't think anyone knows his first 
name.
Message on Dexter hateful, angry
Graham Womack is a journalism sophomore and usually writes Editor, 
sports, unless he gets mad.
Promote peaceful solutions, not war 
Editor,
Violence will not solve any of the world’s problems. It only 
creates fear and hatred between the parties involved. One can 
see this in the conflict between the United States and Iraq.
America is not looking for a peaceful solution to any of its 
crises in the Middle East. After Sept. 11, we as a country (and I 
emphasize “we”) became hell-bent on revenge and we bombed 
Afghanistan, killing innocent people and doing to them what 
the Al-Qaeda network did to us. “An eye for an eye makes the 
whole world blind,” Gandhi said. Unfortunately, the world does 
not get it, and neither does our country. There are many people 
around the world who hate us, and going to war with Iraq will 
only provoke more hatred toward us.
Mahatma Gandhi’s Satyagraha (love force) movement rallied 
the citizens of India to protest through nonviolent methixls 
against the British Empire. In 1947, India gained its indepen­
dence. The peaceful protests of Martin Luther King jr. and oth­
ers brought about the Civil Rights Acts of 1957, 1960, and 1964 
and the Voting Rights Act of 1965. These two men u.sed nonvi­
olent protests to bring aKnit dramatic results that have henefit-
Sometine was obvicxisly trying to get my attention with the display 
of the graveyiuxl i>n I3exter Lawn symK)lizing Saddam Hussein killing 
our freedom and- inir people.
Well they got it, but the longer I limked to see what the message 
was, the itkw 1 saw nothing Kit a short, hateful message with no jus­
tification mentioned. The motivation of this display is purely emiv 
tional. A proposition this sericnis should not be presented with so few 
words; oversimplifying political messages can be dangerous.
If we act toward Saddam Hussein in Kiste we will not inldress the 
temmsm this country has suffered or may suffer in the fiiture. Kit 
rather redirect it to someone else’s backyard. I do support war in many 
ways, but the message on Dexter Lawn was more in the spirit an 
angry mob than an organized military strike. I also find it ironic that a 
display that is so passionately trying to irespire the preservation of 
American freedoms neglected minorities.
While the people who made the headstones were probably just 
finding a way of easily manufacturing them, the cniss as a headstone 
symKilizes a Christian Kirial site, not a universal one. In srrme cases it 
is reastinable to consider only the majtrrity; however, considering the 
specific message of this display and the use of the American flag, mom 
care sKxikl have been given to symKilLsm. Them am many minorities 
on campus that will notice this.
Erin Anne Clare is an aerospace engineering senior.
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Fourth suspect arrested in slay­
ing of California transgender 
youth
SAN FRANCISCO -  A fourth 
suspect was arrested in the slaying of a 
transgender youth who was beaten and 
strangled at a party after suspects dis­
covered the cross-dressing teen was a 
Ixiy, police said Sunday.
Jason Cazares, 22, was arrested 
Saturday on suspicion of murder ov’er 
his alleged role in the killing of Eddie 
“Gwen” Araujo, said Newark Police 
Lt. Tom Milner. He was being held 
without bail.
“The trail seems to be hot and we’re 
continuing fonvard,” Milner said. He 
declined comment on Cazares’s sus­
pected role in the crime.
Last month, another suspect led 
authorities to a shallow grave 150 
miles east of San Francisco in the 
Sierra fcxxhills two weeks after the 
Oct. 3 parry.
The 17-year-old was tound buried 
—  wrists and ankles bound —  in the 
miniskirt he was last seen wearing 
while going by the name “Lida.”
Witnesses told police Araujo was 
beaten, dragged half-conscious into a 
garage and strangled with a rope, 
according to court documents.
It was not immediately clear if 
Cazares had been assigned a lawyer. 
He was to be arraigned today.
United Airlines announces 
plans to cut 9,000 jobs as part 
of restructuring plan
CHICAGO -  United Airlines will
cut 9,000 jobs and reduce its flight 
schedule by imother 6 percent its part 
of an effort to return to profitability, 
the carrier’s parent company 
announced Sunday.
UAL Corp. faces a Dec. 2 deadline 
to avoid a bankruptcy filing and hopes 
to receive a $1.8 billion federal loan 
guarantee by then.
The carrier has been talking with 
the Air Transportation Stabilization 
Board over the last week about its 
application ;md what it needs to do to 
qualify for the loan guarantee.
“Our plan is intended to restore 
United’s financial health, and it gives 
us the ability to repay ATSB-guaran- 
teed loans,” Glenn Tilton, United’s 
chainnan and chief executive officer, 
said in a statement.
Report says $3 million in lab 
property was lost
LOS ALAMOS, N.M. -  Nearly $3 
million worth of items owned by Los 
Alamos National Laboratory have 
disappeared or were reported missing 
over a three year periixi, according to 
a published reptirt.
Tlie lab’s system of reporting lost 
Items “is conducive to covering (up) 
for items that are actually stolen,” said 
the internal repcirt, prepared within 
the lab’s Office of Security Inquiries in 
March.
The author’s name was not on the 
report, which was obtained by the 
Albuquerque Journal for a story in 
Sunday editions. It outlined missing 
items ranging from computers to a fork 
lift that disappeared between 1999 and 
2001.
Lab spokeswoman Linn Tytler told 
the Journal that the lab goes through a 
rigorous accounting process each year 
by both lab officials and the 
Department of Energy. A lab 
spokesperson did not immediately 
return calls from the Associated Press 
Sunday.
Cell phones, cameras, computers 
and items valued at $5,000 or mere are 
bar coded, Tytler said.
The lab has about 80,000 items, 
valued at slightly less than $1 billion, 
that are bar axled and inventoried 
ever>’ year.
In 2001 and 2002, the lab reported 
that it accounted for more than 99 
percent of its bar ctxled items, accord­
ing to lab memos. Items unaccounted 
for in 2001 totaled about $1(X),0(X), a 
memo said.
IntemationalBnefs
Security guards foil hijacking 
attempt on El AI flight
ISTANBUL, Turkey -  Security 
guards on Israel’s national airline El A1 
overpowered a man who tried to 
hijack a flight from Tel Aviv to 
Istanbul on Sunday.
None of the 170 passengers on 
board the Boeing 757 were harmed 
and the plane landed safely, said Oktay 
Cakirlar, an official at Istanbul’s 
Ataturk International Airport.
The semi-official Anatolia news 
agency identified the hijacker as 
Tawfjq Fukra, a 23-year-old Arab with 
an Israeli passport.
Cakirlar said El Al Flight 581 sent 
out a hijacking signal as it approached
Istanbul but the suspect was overcome.
“No one was injured,” Cakirlar told 
The Associated Press by telephone. 
“The terrorist is in custody at the 
police station at the airport.”
Turkey’s private CNN-Turk and 
NTV televisions quoted police sources 
as saying that the alleged hijacker was 
an Israeli Arab and was armed with a 
knife.
Venezuela's opposition march­
es to protest army takeover of 
police
CARACAS, Venezuela ■ -
Hundreds of people banging pots and 
pans faced off against National 
Guardsmen at a police station Sunday 
to protest President Hugo Chavez’s 
order to take over the Caracas police.
The protesters, who gathered out­
side several other precincts as well, 
shouted, “Get Out! Get Out!” and 
“Coup Plotters!” as they waved 
Venezuelan flags.
About 100 soldiers equipped with 
shields iind tear gas formed a chain to 
keep protesters from entering the sta­
tion, home of an elite motorcycle unit 
in the hills overlooking Caracas.
Police refused to accept the 
takeover and control of the force 
remained in question.
On Saturday, the government took 
command of the 9,(XX)-strong pxjlice 
force to end a one and a half month 
labor dispute between officers loyal to 
Chavez and others who supfHirt the 
outspoken mayor of Caracas, Alfredo 
Pena.
Chavez deployed soldiers in 
armored troop carriers to Caracas’ 10
police stations in what critics said was 
a move to weaken Pena.
Police Chief Henry Vivas, appoint­
ed by Pena, refused to step down, even 
after Interior Minister Diosdado 
Cabello named Gonzalo Sanchez 
Delgado as the new chief.
Colombian bishop describes 
four days as a captive of 
Colombian rebels
ZIPAQUIRA, Colombia -  “Get 
down Fathers,” shouted an army sol­
dier before a fusillade of bullets cracked 
and whined overhead, ending the kid­
napping of a bishop and a priest that 
had shaken Roman Catholics from 
Gilombia to the Vatican.
Uptm hearing the words. Bishop 
Jorge Jimenez and the Rev. Desiderio 
Orjuela threw themselves to the 
ground as the bullets killed one of theit 
rebel captors and sent most of the oth­
ers fleeing.
In an exclusive interview with The 
Associated Press, Jimenez —  one of 
Latin America’s most prominent bish­
ops —  described his four-day ordeal 
that ended with the dramatic rescue 
Friday.
The churchmen were kidnapped 
Monday as they drove to preside over a 
Rt)man Catholic ceremony in a village 
north of Bogota, the capital. Soon, 
they were riding on horseback in the 
rain through the mountains of central 
Colombia with heavily armed 
Colombian rebels at their side.
Briefs compiled from The Associated 
Press wire service Mustang Daily news 
editor Andra Coberly.
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Barbara), Mark Hull (U C  Santa 
Barbara), Adam Parada (U C  Irvine), 
Desmond Penigar (Utah State) and 
Pape Sow (Cal State Fullerton).
Women's Basketball
Mustangs picked to 
take 5th in Big West
IRVINE -  U C  Santa Barbara was 
selected as the top Big West team by 
the coaches and media during the 
conference’s annual basketball media 
day. UCSB, which is ranked 25th in 
the nation in the Associated Press 
poll, will be looking to win its eighth 
consecutive regular season champi­
onship and seventh straight Big West 
tournament title. TTie Gauchos have 
been the top scoring team in the con­
ference six of the last seven years, 
averaging 75.8 points per game last 
season, and have been the top deferi- 
sive team the past two seasons, hold­
ing opponents to .366 percent shoot­
ing combined.
Pacific was selected to finish sec­
ond in both preseason polls, followed 
by Long Beach State. The Tigers or 
49ers have finished second to UCSB  
in the regular season standings since 
the 1998-99 season. Long Beach 
State has not finished the season in 
first place since 1989, while Pacific 
still looks for its first regular season 
championship.
U C  Riverside, which had two play­
ers selected to the preseason All-Big 
West team, was picked to finish 
fourth in the media preseason poll, 
but picked seventh by the coaches. 
The Highlanders finished tied for sec­
ond last season with Pacific.
The Big West announced a presea­
son all-conference team for the first 
time since it began women’s basket­
ball in 1983. U C  Santa Barbara and 
U C  Riverside headed the list with 
two players each. UCSB junior center 
Lindsay Taylor and sophomore for­
ward Kristen Mann were selected.
Taylor was a second-team All-Big 
West honoree last season, while 
Mann was the conference’s Freshman 
of the Year Award recepient. For UC  
Riverside, junior forward Crystal 
Harris and sophomore guard 
Casandra Reeves were preseason all­
conference selections. Harris is the
Highlanders’ leading returning scorer 
(10.9 ppg) while Reeves was a Big 
West All-Freshman team honoree 
last season.
Cal Poly’s Kari Duperron and 
Pacific’s Gillian d’Hondt round out 
the Big West preseason all-confer­
ence team. The Mustang senior 
guard is the team’s leading returning 
scorer (10.3 ppg) and was second in 
steals per game (2.79 spg) in the con­
ference last season. The Tiger junior 
forward was a first-team All-Big West 
selection last year and ranked second 
in the conference in field goal per­
centage (.545).
BIG WEST MEN'S BASKETBALL 
COACHES POLL RESULTS
1. U C Santa Barbara 7 7 ( 6 )
2. Utah State 7 3 ( 3 )
3. U C  Irvine 6 9 ( 1 )
4. Cal State Northridge 47
5. Pacific 40
6. Long Beach State 39
Cal State Fullerton 39
8. Cal Poly 36
9. Idaho 21
10. U C  Riverside 9
BIG WEST MEN'S BASKETBALL 
MEDIA POLL RESULTS
1. UC Santa Barbara 246 (14)
2. Utah State 231 (9)
3. U C Irvine 2 1 7 ( 3 )
4. Cal State Northridge 157
5. Pacific 144
6. Cal Poly 134
7. Long Beach State 114
8. Cal State Fullerton 94
9. Idaho 54
10. U C Riverside 
( ) First-place votes
39
2. Pacific (1)
3. Long Beach State 46
4. Idaho 42
5. Cal Poly 33
6. UC Irvine 32
7. U C Riverside 30
8. Cal State Fullerton 15
9. Cal State Northridg(Í 11
( ) First-place votes
BIG WEST WOMEN'S BASKET­
BALL MEDIA POLL RESULTS
( ) First-place votes
BIG WEST MEN'S PRESEASON 
ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM
Name School Yr.
Varnie Dennis Cal Poly Jr.
Branduinn Fullove UCSB jr.
Mark Hull UCSB Sr.
Adam Parada U C  Irvine jr.
Desmond Penigar Utah St. Sr.
Pape Sow CS Fullerton Jr.
BIG WEST W OMEN'S BASKET­
BALL COACHES POLL RESULTS
1. U C Santa Barbara (8) 64
1. U C Santa Barbara (17) 153
2. Pacific 128
3. Long Beach State 112
4. U C Riverside 89
5. Idaho 79
6. Cal Poly 78
7. U C Irvine 59
8. Cal State Fullerton 38
9. Cal State Northridge 31
BIG WEST W OMEN'S PRESEA­
SON ALL-CONFERENCE TEAM
Name School Yr.
Gillian d’Hondt Pacific Jr. 
Kari Duperron Cal Poly Sr.
Crystal Harris U C  Riverside Jr. 
Lindsay Taylor UCSB Jr.
Kristen Mann UCSB So.
Casandra Reeves U C  Riverside So.
FREE RENT SP E C U ll
e n e ia
Aré you hom eless 
this Fall Quarter?
Well, your housing 
search is over!
We still have rooms aixi 
entire 3-bedroom 
apartments available!
Apply now and get your first 
months rent for FREE!
(offer for fixed term leases only)
For details call our Leasing Office 
or check out our web sitel 
W W W . Valencia Apartments .com
Student Apartments
555 Ramona Drive 
(805) 543-1450
www.ValenciaApartments.coni
Great Amenities...
Furnished bedrooms /  Living Room
Recreation Center with TV Lounge & Weight Room
Computer Lab with FREE internet access
Heated Pool and Game Room
Some Newly Remodeled Apartments still available
Leases and Month-to-Month Agreements available
1 st  M ( ) \ m
I R t t
Free Rent Special
> I
VALENCIA STUDENT APARTMENTS
555 Ramona Drive SLO
543- 1450  w’ww.ValenciaApartments.coin
Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Announcem ents I Announcem ents I Announcem ents I Em ploym ent I Homes For Sale
LOST!
Black camera at Homecoming 
game. If found call 756-2853. 
$50 reward
LOVE BEER?
Click here
www.BrewFast.com
Food Drive for A ID S  support 
network. Bring donations to the 
Social Science Dept. 47-13
Interested in Buddhism 
Meditation and Teachings?
White Heron Santha 
Sundays at 6 at the Buddhist 
Church Social Hall, S L O  
For information visit 
www.whiteheronsantha.org or 
call 772-4580
Andrea, 24, experienced an au- 
pair from the Czech Republic is 
looking for family in SLO .
If you are interested, please call 
at any time.
707-544-5520 or 707-544-3387
Bartenders needed!
Earn up to $300 per day 
No experience necessary 
Call 1-866-291-1884 ext. U338
Houses and condos for sale 
For a free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in S L O  call Nelson 
Real Estate 546-1990 or email 
Steve @ slohomes.com
Mobile Home in S L O  -1  bed­
room on college row in family park.
Park rules limit to 2 occupants. 
Rent: $340.41 - owner may carry 
with good down payment. Call 
Dick at 784-2622. Asking $39,500
12 Monday, November 18,2002
Notebook
Men's Basketbai!
Big West poll puts 
Mustangs eighth
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
IRVINE -  The U C  Santa Barbara men’s basketball team was anointed the favorite to win 
the 2002-03 Big West Men’s 
Basketball title, according to a vote 
of coaches and media at the league’s 
annual Media Day. In addition, the 
Gauchos placed two players on the 
six-member preseason Big West 
All-Conference Team, as deter­
mined by the media.
The Gauchos return four starters 
from last year’s squad that finished 
20-11 and won the Big West 
Tournament for the first time in 
schixil history.
They made their first N CAA  
Tournament appearance since 1990 
by virtue of earning the confer­
ence’s automatic hid. UCSB will he 
led by a pair of all-conference per­
formers in senior Mark Hull and 
junior Branduinn Fullovei
Hull is coming off a career-high 
32-point performance in last sea- 
.son’s N C A A  Tournament first- 
round game against Arizona.
U C Santa Barbara received six 
of the 10 first-place votes from the 
coaches, who were not allowed to 
vote for their own team. The 
Gauchos tallied 77 points, edging 
out Utah State, which finished 
with three first-place nods and 73 
points. U C Irvine collected the 
remaining tirst-place vote and set­
tled into third with 69 points.
Cal State Northridge was select­
ed fourth with 47 points and Pacific 
was fifth with 40. Long Beach 
State and Cal State Fullerton tied 
for sixth, while Cal Poly, Idaho and 
U C  Riverside rounded out the 
coaches poll.
The media agreed with the 
majority of the selections by the 
coaches.
The media touted U C Santa 
Barbara as the favorite, bestowing 
14 of the 26 first-place votes on the 
defending tournament champions. 
The Gauchos earned 246 points to 
slightly outdistance Utah State, 
which received nine first-place 
votes and 231 points. U C lr\ ine 
nabbed three first-place votes and 
219 ptYints for third place.
Cal State Northridge and Pacific 
were ranked fourth and fifth with 
157 and 144 points, resp>ectively. 
The only difference in opinion 
between the media and coaches 
Incurred with the next three cltoic- 
es, as the media rated CJal Poly 
sixth. Long Beach State seventh 
and Cal Stare Fullerton eighth.
Idaho and U C Riverside round­
ed out the poll.
The media also .selected a presea­
son Big West All-Conference Team 
that consisted of the following six 
players; Vamie I3cnnis (Cal Poly), 
Brantluinn Fullove (U C  Santa
see POLLS, page 11
Sports Mustang Daily
Cal Poly Women's Soccer
A dream deferred
► Mustangs' NCAA title 
hopes enci in first-rouncJ 
NCAA playoff loss
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
The C'al Poly women’s soccer team 
fell to top-seeded Stanford 4-0  at 
Stanford’s Maloney Field on Friday in 
the opening round of the N CA A  
tournament.
Forward Marcia Wallis had two 
goals for the Cardinal, including one 
at 5:07 to give Stanford the early 
lead. Callie Withers and Jennifer 
Farenbaugh also scored for the 
Cardinal, which outshot the 
Mustangs 27-4.
The Mustangs were led offensively 
by Heather Bryan, who had two 
shots.
Nicole Barnhart made three saves 
for Stanford, picking up her 15th 
shutout of the season.
Greta Shirdon made 13 saves 
before giving way to Liz Hill late in 
the second half.
Cal Poly concluded the season 
with a record of 14-7.
Among the highlights of the sea­
son were Brewke Flamson’s selection 
as Big West Defensive Player of the 
Year, Megan Schlegel’s selection to 
the conference’s first team.
% i f
CRYSTAL MYERS/MUSTANG DAILY
Greta Shirdon and the Mustangs couldn't stop Stanford's attack.
Cal Poly Football
CRYSTAL MYERS/MUSTANG DAILY
Chris Peterson led the Mustangs with 110 yards rushing and 124 yards passing in Saturday's 24-14 loss 
to host Idaho State. Peterson threw a touchdown pass and also picked up his 13th rushing touchdown.
Mustangs crunched by Idaho St.
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
The Mu.stangs couldn’t record a 
first down on their first seven posses­
sions and suffered a 24-14 loss to 
Idaho State on Saturday before 8,228 
fans at 1 lolt Arena.
The defeat left the Mustangs at 2- 
8 overall and leaves them one loss 
away from their worst .season since
1964.
Idaho State needed just 3:45 to 
score its first touchdown, scoring on 
its opening drive for the fourth 
straight game.
The Mustangs, however, didn’t 
record a first down until 3:45 remain­
ing in the second quarter. Cal Poly 
also had a Gilbert Rocha punt 
bl(Kked f(Tr a touchdiTwn and a fake
punt fumbled away on its own 22- 
yard line to set up the first of two 
touchdowns by Bengal ninning Lsaac 
Mitchell.
Cal Poly quarterback Chris 
PetersLin led the Mustangs with 110 
ru.shings and ran for his 13th rushing 
tiTuchdown of the season. He alsti 
pa.s.sed for 124 yards and had a touch­
down on lO-Of-21 passing.
mustang
SCORES SCHEDULE STATS TRIVIA
BAR
SCO RES
J^OOTBALI.
''“ Id a h o  s ta te
W O M E N ’S SOCCER
''“S tan ford
VOLLEYBALL
''“ UC riverside
V O L i.iY B A L t
''“cs fu lle rto n
MEN'S SOCCER
''»UC riverside
METiS BA§ICETBALL
''“d e lta  ja m m e rs
SCHEDULE
VOLLEYBALL thurs., nov. 21,7 p.m.
''“ CS n orth rid g e  ©northridge
VOLL^T^ALL
''“pacific
sat., nov. 23, 7 p.m. 
®  pacific
VOLLEYBALL tues., nov. 26, 7 p.m
''“te x a s -p a n  am er, ©taxas
FOOTBALL sat., nov 23,1 p.m
''“ w e b e r  s ta te  ©caipoiv
CHOS$COUfTTF
nationals
SWÍMMÍNG
''“m alibu  invite
sat., nov. 25 
®  terre haute, ind
wed., nov 23., 10 p.m.
©  malibu
WRESTLING thurs., nov. 21, 7 p.m.
''“g reen  and  gold ©caipoiy
vs
yVRESTLifJG
fu ile rto n  open
sat,, nov 23.9 a m 
I primm, nev
W  BASKLTBAl. i, fri., nov. 22,7 p.m 
''“ CS s a n ‘bernadino®  cal poly
STATS I
By the numbers
C o m b in e d  p o in ts  fo r  
th e  m en 's  basketba ll 
te a m  in th e ir tw o  ex h i­
b ition  gam es.
3
N C A A  to u rn a m e n t  
ap p earan ces  fo r th e  
w o m e n 's  soccer 
te a m  in th e  p as t fo u r  
years. T h e  M u s ta n g s  
h ave advan ced  to  th e  
second  round o f th e  
to u rn a m e n t in o ne o f  
th e  th ree  vis its .
TRIVIA
today’s question
Who is the Cal Poly men’s 
basketball team's top returning 
scorer?
Submit answers to. iljackso&calpoly.edu
Friday's question
Which highly touted former 
Big-10 basketball player will be 
suiting up for the Mustangs 
this year?
SHANE SHILLING
Congratulations, Christian Roall
Sports editor Jacob Jackson can 
be reached at 756-1796 or jljack- 
so@calpoly.edu.
